Module #1 Log Arrival to Log Decking (Instructor)

Quiz

Name __________________________________  Date ________________________________

1. One of the key words in the definition of safety is movement.        T  F
2. The two major types of hazard are unsafe behavior and lack of knowledge. T  F
3. Logs are friendly unless they are disturbed.                        T  F
4. The #1 potential for serious injury in a log yard is being struck by equipment or material. T  F
5. A smart thing to do around log decks is to make sure the base is stable. T  F
6. Operators of heavy equipment have great visibility because their cabs are usually very high. T  F
7. Once logs are in the grasp of a log handler, they never come loose because of the strength of the hydraulic system. T  F
8. Unsafe behaviors or unsafe conditions always come before an incident. T  F
9. Knowing the traffic patterns at a log yard will help you be alert to potential equipment movement. T  F
10. Eye contact must be made with equipment operators before approaching the equipment. T  F

Bonus Question

11. If a log yard is handling 40’ logs, standing clear of the log handling process such as transporting, sorting, rolling or stacking means being at least 40’ away from the activity. T  F